
MINUTES OF THE REGULAR BOARD MEETING 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
INDIAN WELLS VALLEY WATER DISTRICT 

October 9, 2018 

The Regular Meeting of the Board of Directors of the Indian Wells CALL TO ORDER 
Valley Water District was called to order by President Kicinski at 
6:00 p.m. in the Board of Directors Hearing Room, 500 West Ridgecrest 
Boulevard, Ridgecrest, California. 

The Pledge of Allegiance was led by Public Skip Gorman. PLEDGE 

DIRECTORS PRESENT : 

DIRECTORS ABSENT: 

ALSO PRESENT: 

President Ronald R. Kicinski 
Vice-President Charles D. Griffin 
Director Peter E. Brown 
Director Donald J. Cortichiato 

Director Charles F. Cordell 

Jim Worth, Attorney; 
Don Zdeba, General Manager; 
Jason Lillion, Operations Manager; 
Renee Morquecho, Chief Engineer; 
Ty Staheli, Chief Financial Officer; 
Lauren Duffy, Recording Secretary 

AGENDA DECLARATION 

Recording Secretary, Lauren Duffy, reported that the agenda for 
tonight's Regular Board Meeting was posted on Friday, October 5, 2018. 

CONFLICT OF INTEREST DECLARATION 

None. 

PUBLIC QUESTIONS AND COMMENTS 

Public David Gire (water Hauler) was questioning where he would be 
able to get water during the reconstruction of the bulk station. 
Staff responded that they will communicate to the water haulers 
alternatives for hauling water. 

Solomon Rajaratnam, 605 Suzanne St. , Ridgecrest, came as Manager of 
Mission Bank. Manager Rajaratnam commented that Mission Bank has a 
good banking relationship with the Indian Wells Valley Water District. 
Mission Bank values the District's relationship and presented a plaque 
to the Board of Directors for years of valued service with the Indian 
Wells Valley Water District. 
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COST OF SERVICE STUDY 

President Kicinski commented on rumors of the District not being 
transparent and being accused of having secret meetings, bad 
management, and not telling the truth. President Kicinski said that 
it is time to take a stand as Board of Directors and staff. The 
District has received awards for being transparent. Everything is 
transparent. Considering the rate study, people need to understand 
that when it comes to studies, in financial and engineering, that 
until legal and staff approves them, they are not going to go out to 
the public. The accusations need to stop. 

Ty Staheli introduced Matt Freiberg of Stantec Consulting. The draft 
2018 Water Rate Study (Study) has been finalized, included in the 
Board Packet, and is being presented to the Board of Directors to 
accept and for authorization to proceed with the Proposition 218 
Notices. The report has been reviewed by the Finance Cammi ttee. 
Consultant Freiberg presented an overview of the results of the Water 
Rate Study (Study) that was conducted for Indian Wells Valley Water 
District by Stantec Consulting, in collaboration with Hildebrand 
Consulting. 

The principal objectives or components of the Study were to develop a 
multi-year financial management plan that integrated the District's 
capital funding needs, identify future rate adjustments to water rates 
that will ensure adequate revenues to meet the District's ongoing 
financial requirements, determine the cost of providing water service 
using industry accepted methodologies, and recommend specific rate 
structures that equitably recover the cost of service while comporting 
with industry practices and legal requirements. 

The Study used methodologies that were aligned with industry standard 
practices for rate setting as promulgated by the American Water Works 
Association (AWWA) and all applicable law, including California 
Constitution Article XIII D, Section 6 (b), commonly known as 
Proposition 218. The Study consisted of the following phases: 

1) Perform a Revenue Sufficiency Analysis (RSA) - The Proposed Plan 
for Water Rate Revenue Increases: 

Implementation Date 
January 1, 2019 

July 1, 2019 
July 1, 2020 
July 1, 2021 
July 1, 2022 

2) Cost-of-Service Analysis (COSA) 
» Step 1: Allocate 

activities/functions 

Rate Adjustment 
3.0% 
3.0% 
3.0% 
3.0% 
3.0% 

- included the following steps: 
costs to the appropriate 

» Step 2: Allocate the costs of 
system parameters 

each function to specific 

» Step 3: Calculate unit costs 
» Step 4: Credit non-rate revenue 
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3) Rat~ Structure Analysis - Upon completion of the COSA, multiple 
rate structures were analyzed and presented to the District 
Board of Directors at the September 9, 2018 Board Meeting for 
consideration. The Board approved the four tiers rate structure 
which this Study addresses. A rate structure analysis was 
performed to identify potential rate structure modifications and 
specific rate schedules that would: 
i. Fairly and equitable recover the cost of providing service 

and revenue requirements for each Customer Class; 
ii. Conform to accepted industry practice and legal 

requirements; and 
iii. Provide fiscal stability and recovery of fixed costs of 

the system. 

Current water rates are made up of Fixed Service Charges for 
Ready-to-Serve and Arsenic Treatment, as well as a Commodity 
(consumption-based) rate. The Commodity rates have four tiers 
with the water allocation within each tier increasing with meter 
size. The monthly tier allocations for the smallest meter size 
(3/4" meters) are 0 to 7 Hundred Cubic Feet (HCF), 7.01 to 24 
HCF, 24.01 to 45 HCF, and greater than 45 HCF, respectively. 

The Study recommends the inclusion of an Account Service Charge 
embedded within the Fixed Service Charges. 

This Study also recommends that the Tier 1 water allocation be 
increased from 7 HCF to 9 HCF for the ~" meters (and 
proportionately increased for larger meter sizes). This higher 
allocation aligns with the indoor water needs of most single
family homes while also providing the benefit of giving all 
accounts access to more affordable water. 

It was noted that the District will be incurring additional 
costs associated with compliance with the Sustainable 
Groundwater Management Act (SGMA). These additional costs will 
be assessed to the District by the Indian Wells Valley 
Groundwater Authority on a volumetric basis (currently expected 
to be $30 per acre foot) and therefore have been imbedded within 
the calculation of the proposed Commodity charges. 

Proposed Rate Structure, Rate Schedule, and Summary of proposed rates 
were presented and included in the Board Packet. 

The following comments were made by the following Board Members: 
Director Brown commented that he is satisfied with what Stantec has 
done and it looked fair for all customers. 
Vice-President Griffin commented on the rising cost of fire service 
which will affect the schools, etc. , the high Ready-to-Serve charge 
which does not include any uni ts of water, and tier 4 based on 
conservation. Vice-President Griffin does not like the results of the 
rate study. 
President Kicinski commented on what other water districts are doing 
and only came up with one District that is comparable. Other Water 
Districts may be subsidized in other ways such as taxes, etc. 
President Kicinski agreed that rates proposed are based on the vital 
needs of the District. 
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Public making comments were Stan Rajtora, Mike Neel, and David Saint
Amand. For the record, a copy of Stan Raj tor a' s comments will be 
included in the minutes. Mr. Rajtora asked for written responses on 
his comments. 

MOTION: was made by Director Brown and seconded by Director 
Cortichiato to accept the Water Rate Study as presented and 
proceed with the Proposition 218 Notice. 

AMENDED MOTION : was made by Director Brown and seconded by 
Director Cortichiato to amend the previous motion to accept the 
Water Rate Study as presented and authorizing staff to do all 
things necessary to notice and publication for the December lOth, 
2018 Public Hearing on the Rate Study according to Proposition 
218 and other applicable laws. Motion was carried. (Ayes: 
Brown, Cortichiato, Kicinski. Nays: Griffin. Absent: 
Cordell) 

CONSENT CALENDAR 

MOTION: was made by Vice-President Griffin and seconded by 
Director Brown to approve the Minutes of the September 10, 2018 
Regular Board Meeting, and to approve payment of Accounts 
Payable totaling $1,463,903.80. Motion was carried. (Ayes: 
Brown, Cortichiato, Griffin, Kicinski. Nays: None. Absent: 
Cordell) 

CONSENT 
CALENDAR 

FINANCE COMMITTEE FINANCE 

Ty Staheli reported that early payoff of the Proposition 55 loan would PROP 55 LOAN 
be a cost savings using existing interest payment budget and the 
Proposition 55 debt service reserve fund. An interest payment has 
been budgeted for April, 2019. By paying the loan off in 2018, it 
would save the District $6,000 to $10,000. 

MOTION: was made by Director Brown and seconded by Director 
Cortichiato to authorize staff to pay off the Proposition 55 
loan using existing interest payment budget and the Proposition 
55 debt service reserve fund. Motion was carried. (Ayes: 
Brown, Cortichiato, Griffin, Kicinski. Nays: None. Absent: 
Cordell) 

2016 SOLAR LOAN 

Ty Staheli explained that the debt service reserve fund is a 
requirement of many bond issuance. In consideration of the refunding 
of the 2009 Certificates of Participation along with bonding 
additional funding for the District's Capital Improvement Plan (CIP), 
because of the increased rate on the bonds to AA-, a debt service 
reserve fund is not required. That means the District is able to use 
the existing funds in the debt service reserve fund and pay down some 
of the principle that was part of the savings calculation for the new 
issuance. Within the 2016 Solar Loan, there are requirements of 
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parity debt. This means that it requires a debt service reserve fund. 
Any new issuance of debt would also require the debt service reserve 
fund. This will take away some of the savings for the new issuance. 
Staff recommends to refund the 2016 Solar Loan with the new debt in 
order to rid the debt service reserve fund. 

Mission Bank is willing to drop the debt service reserve fund 
possibly allow the District to use the fund to pay down debt. 
has to be run through their approval process. 

and 
This 

Staff is asking the Board to approve refunding of the 2016 Solar Loan 
with the new bond issuance if Mission Bank is unable to get approval 
within a week. 

Vice-President Griffin commented that Mission Bank is a community bank 
and had come thru for the District when the District needed a loan. 
Mission Bank has saved the District a large amount of money in just 
bank fees. Vice-President Griffin does not see the benefit. 

Mission Bank Manager Solomon Rajaratnam explained that he could try to 
have approval within a week to drop the debt service reserve fund and 
allow the District to use the fund to pay down the debt, but at least 
two weeks is preferable to be on the safe side. Mr. Rajaratnam 
reminded the Board that Mission Bank has saved the District 
$20, 000/yr. in fees when the District changed services from Union 
Bank. 

MOTION: was made by Director Brown and seconded by Director 
Cortichiato to approve the refinancing of the 2016 Solar Loan 
with the 2009 Certificates of Participation (COP) Refunding with 
the caveat Mission Bank does not receive approval of conditions 
stated in 1) Sections 5.03(2) of the 2016 Installment Purchase 
Agreement that requires parity obligations to fund a reserve 
fund, 2) Section 5.05 requiring the District to maintain a 
reserve fund for the 2016 Installment Purchase Agreement in the 
amount of $556,761, and 3) no later than October 19, 2018. 

Vice-President Griffin commented that he does not agree because there 
are too many unknowns. 

Motion was carried. (Ayes: Brown, Cortichiato, Kicinski. 
Griffin. Absent: Cordell) 

WATER HAULER OPTIONS 

Nays : 

President Kicinski explained that this is a discussion on options 
available to service areas occupied by water haulers. Water Haulers 
are claiming that pipelines to these particular areas have been 
promised and don't know what has happened to that. Approximately 50 
parcels would be affected. 

President Kicinski commented that the only way that something like 
this could be accomplished is with an assessment district as happened 
in other areas of the District in the past. 
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Vice-President Griffin commented that a contractor could put the line 
in and dedicate it back to the District. For the number of parcels, 
this would be expensive for the individual parcels using an assessment 
district. 

Director Cortichiato commented that some time ago a solar facility was 
proposed west of Highway 3 95 which would result in a pipeline. At 
that time, individuals living in that area could be supplied from this 
pipeline. The project fell thru and neither the District, nor the 
individuals, wanted to fund that pipeline without the project. 

No action was taken . 

AWARD OF CONTRACT: TEMPORARY PAVE:MENT REPLACE:MENT 

Renee Morquecho reported that one bid was received from Eric Onstott 
Construction in the amount of $156,931. The Bid Schedule, along with 
staff recommendation were included in the Board Packet. 

MOTION: was made by Director Brown and seconded by Vice-
pavement 

amount of 
Cortichiato, 

President Griffin to award the bid for temporary 
replacement to Eric Onstott Construction in the 
$156,931. Motion was carried. (Ayes: Brown, 
Griffin, Kicinski. Nays: None. Absent: Cordell) 

INDIAN WELLS VALLEY GROUNDWATER AUTHORITY (IWVGA) 

Director Brown reported 
There were only 
acre-foot basis. 
The District is 
Section 10730. 
Proposition 218. 

the following on the Groundwater Congress: 
five agencies using an assessment fee on an 

the only agency 
Other Districts 

identified using Water Code 
are using Proposition 2 6 and 

One of the Groundwater Sustainability Agencies (GSA's) are not 
building a model or predictive model. They' re using the best 
data at hand, which is written into Sustainable Groundwater 
Management Act (SGMA). 
They are not expecting a lot of action for five years, once 
these plans are adopted. 

In reflection, Director Brown reported that he had made some notes on 
the budget and the Plan of Action and Milestones (POAM) and asking the 
GSA to look at the numbers and re-evaluate what is needed vs. what 
they want vs. what is affordable. 

Director Brown commented that it has been beneficial to attend these 
meetings, specifically because they have a long legal track. Director 
Brown has learned a lot. 

Don Zdeba reported that staff has received 43 well registration forms 
from non-de minimis users. According to Stetson, there are 
approximately 23 non-de minimis users not registered. 
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GENERAL MANAGER AND STAFF UPDATE 

Don Zdeba updated the safety record to 1,365 consecutive days without 
a recordable injury. 

President Kicinski recognized the District for no paid workers' 
compensation claims and no paid property/liability claims in 2017-18 
as reported by Special District Risk Management Authority. 

Metered water production at the wells for the month of September was 
216, 008, 000 gallons ( 662. 9 acre-feet) . The number the State Water 
Resources Control Board (SWRCB) is using for comparison is metered 
water through the distribution system or consumption, and non-revenue 
water which is water lost to leaks, flushing activities, blow-offs, 
etc. For the month of September, the number is 255,355,300 gallons 
(783.7 acre-feet). The conservation results for September were 
reported to the State Water Resources Control Board (SWRCB) on October 
2nd. 

Consumption was down 10.7% compared to September 2013. The 20% 
conservation target established by the Board of Directors took effect 
last June 1st. Since that time, the cumulative result is 19.7%. 

For the month of September, the District's reported R-gpcd was 214. 
This is 1% higher than September 2017 (211), 4% lower than September 
2016 (223), 5% higher than September 2015 (203), and 14% lower than 
September 2014 (244). 

There were no new connections during the month of September. There 
have been 11 new connections during this fiscal year that began July 
1st. The new connections have contributed $51,080 in additional 
revenue. 

GENERAL 
MANAGER AND 
STAFF UPDATE 

SAFETY, 
PRODUCTION & 
NEW SERVICES 

Don Zdeba reported that he attended the October 2nd Community PUBLIC 
Collaborative meeting at City Hall. The following was reported: OUTREACH 

Scheduled meetings between Special Groundwater Authority Counsel 
Jim Markman and the major pumpers. 
Pumping fees assessed to non-de minimis pumpers are due October 
lOth. 

The final draft report of the District's rate study would be 
available after the October 2nd Finance Committee meeting. 
The public presentation of the Hydrological Conceptual Model 
(HCM) being developed by Ramboll being scheduled for Friday, 
November 2nd. 

Possible presentation on the SkyTEM work and subsequent 
development of the HCM at the Fall Association of California 
Water Agencies (ACWA) Conference the end of November. 

Don Zdeba also reported that the District will once again have a booth 
at the Annual Petroglyph Festival on November 3rd and 4th. 

Staff updated the Board of Directors on the items pending from the 
January 23rd, 2018 Special Board Workshop: 

~ Update Boardroom with longer microphones and District logo, and 
provide slideshow of current projects prior to board meetings. 
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Staff 
July 

~ 

Update: 
completed. 

Don Zdeba reported that this project has been 

updated the Board of Directors on the i terns pending from the 
31st, 2018 Special Board Workshop: 
Evaporative Cooler Study - Enlist 20 sample points to collect 
data usage on evaporative coolers in preparation for the 
upcoming SB606 and AB1668 which will go into effect in 2023. 
Updat e: The residential coolers of six staff members have been 
equipped with flow and hour meters. Unfortunately, missed the 
hottest days, but are collecting data and could repeat the test 
next summer. 

JULY 31, 2018 
SPECIAL BO 
WORKSHOP 
UPDATE 

Renee Morquecho reported that the goal is to go out to bid on the Well WSIP 
35 Project in spring, 2019. 

Ty Staheli reported that through September Fiscal Year 2018, budget FINANCIAL 
for revenues is $3,697,050 and $3,539,416 has been received. For STATUS 
expenditures there is a budget of $3,057,310 and $2,894,455 has been 
spent. This is overall positive by approximately $162,855. 

There was a kickoff meeting with WaterSrnart. There is another AMI PROJECT 
teleconference tomorrow to begin the process for setting up everything 
for transferring data. IWater will be corning in to meet with staff on 
Thursday. IWater provides a product that allows us to digitally enter 
in new registers when the registers are converted to Automated Meter 
Infrastructure (AMI) . Currently, the information is being entered 
twice. IWater will allow us to only enter once and upload in to 
Springbrook. Staff is working with the City of Ridgecrest to identify 
certain light/traffic poles to install collectors for the AMI system. 
This will give full coverage. 

Ty Staheli reported on the following conservation items: CONSERVATION 
~ State Water Resources Control Board (SWRCB) Water Waster Report 

- For 2018, there were 48 water was t e reports received. Forty
six contacts were made. There were five formal Second Notices 
and three Third Notices with penalties. 

~ Cash for Grass - One hundred and thirty-four ( 134) yards have 
been completed resulting in removal of 162,833.5 square feet of 
turf ( $162, 833. 50) . There are 27 yards ( 53, 613 square feet) in 
the process of being converted. There are 39 yards ($86, 000) 
that are pre-approved and are awaiting notice for pre
inspection. There are two pending applications. There is 
approximately $30, 000 Cash for Grass funds available from the 
revised $382, 000 budget. Approximately 28 acre-feet of water 
per year will be saved from yards that have been converted. 

Jason Lillion reported that Plant 1 treated 36, 884, 638 gallons and ARSENIC 
Plant 2 treated 20,949,353 gallons. FACILITIES 

For the month of September, 23 services were repaired and 38 were OPERATIONS 
replaced. The NO-DES truck made 17 runs and filtered 127,860 gallons. 
Year-to-date, the NO-DES truck has filtered 3.9M gallons. Fifty-nine 
valves were turned. 
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BOARD COMMENTS/FUTURE AGENDA ITEMS 

President Kicinski commented on Southern California Edison's news to 
change over to their critical pricing times ( 4 pm to 9 pm) . Staff 
replied that the District is grandfathered in for five years before 
the District is subject. 

President Kicinski thanked everyone for persevering through these long 
meetings. 

With no further Board or Public comments, President Kicinski recessed 
the meeting and adjourned to Closed Session at 8:52 p.m. 

CLOSED SESSION 

The meeting was reconvened in Closed Session at 8:59 p.m. 

The meeting was recalled to Open Session at 9:26 p.m. 

There was no action taken that would require disclosure under the 
Brown Act. 

BOARD 
COMMENTS 

CLOSED SESSION 

ADJOURNMENT ADJO~NT 

With no further business to come before the Board, the meeting was 
adjourned at 9:26 p.m. 

r~:l?::d· 
Rose Koch 
Recording Secretary 

APPROVED: November 13, 2018 
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RATE STUDY COMMENTS - Stan Rajtora, Oct 9,2018 

I. General Comment 
1. In talking to WD customers I find they have two primary complaints with WO rates. 
1.a. First and foremost, they believe the fixed fee on the monthly water bill is too high. It is 
difficult with an Internet search to find a district like us with a fixed fee greater than the 
middle twenties. It is also difficult, or impossible, to find a water district with a tier 1 unit rate 
under $1.80. Compare that with the proposed $38.08 and $0.67. The GSA 7 cents was 
taken out of the unit rate. In 2011, the WD had a fairly nominal fixed fee of $26.24. The 
fixed fee jumped to $39.33 In 2012. This was due to the WD trying to avoid bankruptcy. 
The WO had depleted fund reserves and overestimated water sales. This regrettable 
situation led to the layoff of a number of employees. We now have a healthy reserve and 
can use reasonable water sales estimates. Good management could permit equitable rates 
without fear of failure. 
1.b. The second most frequent complaint is the tier 4 water rates are too high. The high tier 
4 rates are due to the high fixed fee forcing thie tier 1 and 2 rates low. The low tier 1 and 2 
rates require tiers 3 and 4 generate large amounts revenue. The conservation expense, 
$570K, is driving the tier 4 rate up. A large revenue requirement is being placed upon a 
very few units of water. Possible mitigation would be to reduce the conservation expense by 
a factor of two or three, or alternately apply the expense over both tiers 3 and 4. Also, we 
need to remember the Groundwater Authority is responsible for conservation as well. We 
already fund the GA; the WD should ensure ratepayers are. not double charged. 
2. I believe the five 3% revenue increases over a period of forty-two months is excessive. 
Also, the capital investment strategy proposed is driving the increases beyond reason. 
Based on data in the draft rate study, the WO is funding a large portion of the capital 
investment with operational budget dollars and operational reserve rather than using a loan, 
i.e., debt proceeds. A bigger loan would increase loan payments, i.e., debt service, but the 
revenue increases could be less, and the operational reserve would not be depleted. 
Depleting the reserves got us into trouble before. We need to avoid doing it again. 
3. It is the responsibility of the WD to show the public the rates are equitable to both the low 
volume users and the high volume users. The equations given in the study report are 
meaningless to 99.9% of the readers. I have been asking for yearly user data alon~ with 
cost data for several months that would give insight into what users are actually paying the 
bills. The WO has refused to provide the information. The WD consultant has all the billing 
data in his model database. He should be able to accommodate the request with little effort. 
That would verify whether or not the equations are truly generating equitable rates. 

II. Specific Comment 
1. Page iii. The report states the GSA fees have been embedded in the tier rates. I 
believe the GSA fees should be an explicit charge in both the rate study and the monthly 
bills. The GSA fees are currently small but will become a bigger factor in the tier rates soon. 
To avoid future problems and be transparent the rate study and the monthly bill should 
explicitly differentiate between the WD fees and the GSA fees. 
2. Page iv. Deleting the seven-cent GSA charge from the tier 1 and 4 fees, the fees are 
$0.67 and $4.85 respectively. That is, a unit of tier 4 water costs more than 7 times the cost 
of tier 1 water. Knowing the water comes from the same ground and flows through the 
same distribution system, it is not intuitive one tier should cost seven times the other. From 
the Internet, most water districts have ratios between the bottom tier to the top tier no more 
than three. This is why the yearly user data mentioned above is so vital to validate the fees. 
3. Page iv. The Zone E charge to pump water to a 400 ft elevation is $0.84. The Zone E 
charge is $0.17 cents more per HCF than tier 1 unit cost. Tier 1 water is pumped up 800 ft 
from the well, processed, and distributed to the user for less than the cost of pumping to a 
400 foot elevation. This is not intuitive. 



4. Page 4. This page identifies both a debt service fund of $3.4M and a source of supply 
reserve fund of $935K. They don't seem to be carried forward in the report. The report 
should document the status these two reserve funds over the five-year report period. 
5. Page 4. Water usage over the next five ye.ars is assumed to be flat. That assumption 
got us into trouble back in 2011. The State continues to press for conservation. The GA will 
soon press for conservation. What is the rationale for the water usage assumption? 
6. Page 5. Figure 2-1 does not have units on the vertical scale. The September 10, 2018 
brief by the consultant had an identical bar chart with units, HCF. Please update the report. 
7. Page 8. The existing Debt Service reserve of $3.4M is again mentioned. The Debt 
Service reserve strategy for the five-year report period needs to be clear in the report. 
a. Page 8. This page shows a 5% interest rate on debt proceeds. The bond broker at the 
WD September 1 o, 201 B meeting anticipated a 3.39% interest rate. We need to be practical 
while being conservative. A 1.6% Interest rate error adds up over a five-year period. We 
have a good credit rating. We should use 4.0% interest or less for planning purposes. 
9. Page 9. This page indicates the five-year plan is designed for a debt service coverage 
ratio (DCR) of 1.50, but DCR is not defined. There is a line in Schedule 4, page 37, line 35 
for the DCR. Schedule 4 does not state how to calculate OCR. Schedule 4 needs to be 
clear regarding the calculation. Steps appear to have been left out. 
10. Page 10. This page shows FY19 and FY20 debt financed capital expenses totaling 
$13.1 M. Schedule 4 shows debt financing for only $10.3M capital projects. The September 
10, 2018 bond broker briefing indicated a $14M increase in debt proceeds. The total capital 
expense of th·e five-year rate study period, according to Schedule 4, is $19.6M indicating 
that $9.2M will be taken from the fund reserves or the operating budget. The report needs 
to reconcile all these numbers. 
11. Page 11. The debt proceeds on this figure agree with Schedule 4, but disagree with 
page 10. The report should be corrected to be consistent throughout. 
12. Page 14. This page defines Base Capacity as a measure of the systems' average daily 
use. Capacity normally refers to a design capability rather than a utilization measure. The 
report should be clear if It is talking about use or design capacity. Operatin~ close to design 
capacity would normally be more efficient than working at a different operating point, either 
above or below. The report does not address the actual cost of operating the system above 
the average water use. Unit cost of water delivered could actually go down. If operating 
costs go up 20% to increase water production 100%, the unit cost is going down. Industry 
usually wants to operate near design capacity in order to maximize profit. 
12.a. Our water production has been going down for the last few years. I believe the 
design capacity of the system is largely based upon the needs of the fire department (see 
pg 24, note 21 ). The 3,000 gallons per minute flow rate required by the fire department Is 
equivalent to three 6-inch meters at max capacity or two 8-inch meters running at near max 
capacity. Decreasing the actual water used does not change the required design capacity 
or the infrastructure cost or the manpower to operate it. The report model is not intuitive. 
The report needs to identify the additional costs incurred by operating above the average 
volume and show the unit cost is going up rather than down. 
12.b. Average day water delivery differs from season to season. The report does not 
discuss seasonal variation in water pumping. The truth is that the pumping during some 
months is perhaps close to the design capacity and some months the pumping is much 
much less than the design capacity. The report should compare the operating costs during 
high pumping months to operating cost during low pumping months to determine when unit 
production costs are lowest. I suspect pumping more water makes the unit cost cheaper. 
13. Page 14. The note at the bottom of the page states a 1997 General Plan claims Max
Day peaking is 2.0 times the Average Day. Does the WO have a General Plan? 1997 was 
a long time ago. Water usage statistics probably changed a good deal since than. The 
report should use current data for calculating a Max-Day peaking ratio. 
14. Page 15. The note at the bottom of the page states a 1997 General Plan claims Max
hour peaking is 1.5 times the Max-Day. 1997 was a long time ago. Water usage statistics 



probably changed a good deal since than. The report should use current data for 
calculating a Max-hour peaking ratio. 
15. Page 17. This page contains a figure that is apparently a transformation from function 
cost to system parameter costs. There appear to be some steps left out. The report should 
provide the specific logic and math to generate Table 3-5. 
16. Page 19. This page indicates the arsenic charge is added to all retail customers during 
the entire year. The arsenic plants are only online five or so months a year. The arsenic 
plants treat less than 30% of all the water delivered. Yet, users who never get into tier 2 pay 
for arsenic treatment. Prop-218 states the user should be charged no more than the cost to 
deliver the water. The arsenic plant supplies a second source of water only needed by tiers 
2, 3, and 4. Tier 1 users do not need the arsenic water source. They should not pay for it. 
17. Page 19. This page defines the calculation of the Ready-to-Serve Charge. The 
calculation is straight forward, but it is also very subjective. It is clear that there is more than 
adequate flexibility to go back to a fee structure that is equitable to all users. 
18. Page 20. The average lot size is "assumed" to be 17,000 sq ft. The majority of 
Ridgecrest lots are zoned R-1, 6000 sq ft. The average lot size is probably 8,000 sq ft or 
less. There are also a number of lots zoned R-2 or R-3 with multiple housing units per lot 
with almost no area for landscaping. The consultant sites a City document not available on 

, the City website. More detailed background is required. The 36 HCF of tier 2 and tier 3 
water makes it appear we are prioritizing landscape over health and safety. 
19. Page 20. The last WD rate study identified water units contained in each of the tiers. 
That allows for a sanity check regarding the rates. This. report provides no such data. 
According to page 20, tier 4 contains only 9% of the produced water but generates $570K of 
conservation revenue. It is no wonder tier 4 rates are extremely high. We need to use 
common sense. There is no reason for the conservation costs not to be spread over both 
tiers 3 and 4. As I stated earlier, (see comment 1.1.b.), we should not duplicate efforts that 
belong to the GA. 
20. Page 24. The report attempts to provide logic to charge private fire services at a lower 
rate than other water meters. It attempts to justify a major subsidy for private fire services 
due to public fire service subsidies. Subsidizing private fire services is different than a 
public fire service subsidy. Private fire services need to pay their share. A more equitable 
way to reduce private fire service cost would be to lower fixed costs across the board. 
21. Page 24. I have asked at multiple WD finance committee meetings why the fire 
department is not charged with fire service costs. I have never gotten an answer. The 
report states the fire department has 1,450 fire hydrants. My local hydrant has one 3-inch 
outlet and one 5-inch outlet. According to Table 5-2 a 3-inch outlet should pay $4,357/yr. 
The yearly cost of supporting 1,450 3-inch outlets only, ignoring the 5-inch outlet, would be 
$6.3M. There is no question that the fire department is a major factor in the cost of the 
overall system. The fire department not paying its share ~reatly adds to the burden of the 
ratepayers. The report should say how this subsidy is paid. 
22. Page 37. The typical Cash Flow Performa is easy to follow. The bottom half of this 
particular Performa is not. I sent an email to the WD General Manager when I first got the 
document asking him to explain lines 27 and 35. I have not heard back from him. Complex 
rows should have formulas in notes stating what lines were used in the calculation. As I 
stated in prior comments, the various reserve funds seem inconsistent with the report text. 
This table needs to be made understandable. 
23. Page 37. The rate revenue in line 2 would be more informative if it were broken into 
both fixed and commodity revenue. 
24. Page 37. Note 23 at the bottom of the pa!~e may be incorrect. Row 4, Additional 
Revenue, etc. has dollar values through 2023. The report needs to be consistent. 


